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EXPO CENTRIC MAKES BIESSE THE BIGGEST STAND AT AWISA
Expo Centric are going for a big hit with their striking stand for Biesse Group at the AWISA Trade show in Sydney this year.
“This will be the largest stand in the show,” said Stan Kruss of Expo Centric Exhibitions and Events. “It is over 1,600 sqm, and one of the biggest
stands at any trade show in Australia.”
This extraordinary stand will feature two levels rising up over the biggest AWISA show ever, as it takes over the ICC.
Expo Centric are the new generation of exhibition stand creators.
“We are a full-service exhibition house, under one roof we manage everything from design right through to manufacture and installation, as part of
AWISA we have expanded our in-house capabilities to included seamless LED walls said Mr. Kruss. Known for creating worldwide innovations
standards in Events and Exhibitions, he worked with his team to set up a seamless modular LED video walls.
“We love the challenges that come with building the biggest and best stands in the country! It all comes down to having a great team, reliable
suppliers and meticulous planning. But what has made really worthwhile over our nine years, is the extraordinary praise we receive from our clients.”
“We’re able to create an outstanding impact, which is what we always aim to bring to our clients’ brands.” All part of a company where breaking news
is always breaking new!
Expo Centric Exhibitions and Events have designed and installed four of the large stands at AWISA 2018. It has been six years since it was held in
Sydney and is also one of their largest.
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